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Formed in 1993 PMG Worldwide is a reputable freight-forwarding business based in Heathrow,
London. The business was conceived on the idea to provide a personalised freight-forwarding and
logistics service that caters to the exacting requirements of our clients.

Here at PMG we pride ourselves on providing a true alternative to traditional freight-forwarding
services. Our personalised service completely caters to the requirements of our clients. We source
the right people for the right solutions and, through this philosophy, have built a reputation as one of
the most respected sea freight imports, and indeed all manner of freight forwarding solutions,
businesses in the UK.

Our employees have over thirty years combined experience which makes PMG worldwide one of
the leading freight forwarding companies in the UK. Our experience as a sea freight imports
business of merit means that we understand that in order to truly provide a transparent and
trustworthy Sea freight imports, and indeed all manner of freight forwarding services, the lines of
communication should be consistently kept open.

The sea freight imports services that are at the heart of the philosophy that PMG Worldwide
adheres to comprise of a whole variety of FCL, LCL and conventional charter services. In addition
the sea freight imports facilities that we can offer also include full custom clearance, bonded
warehousing, de-stuffing, distribution, duty and tax payment facilities.

The less than container load (LCL) sea freight imports services are some of the most
comprehensive sea freight imports services that we offer. Through our extensive network of agents
we ensure that all necessary sea freight imports services are fully prepared so that minimal delay
occurs throughout customs.
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